
FAQ
Why was the MARKET-UP marketplace created?
● For simple and effective advertising: promotion of companies through

the recommendation of vouchers is a double positive effect

● To receive significant discounts on your favorite products and services

● Obtaining a constant stable income for the advertising sale of both your

vouchers and vouchers of other users of the program

Vouchers:
Where can I find purchased vouchers in my back-office?
In the "Gallery", in the "Vouchers" section.

What should I do if I bought vouchers I don't need?
Until the activation of the voucher, you can always exchange it for another one. The voucher

can only be exchanged once.

How can I get a discount on the voucher I have purchased?
You must contact the company that issued the voucher. Contact us in the way indicated on the

voucher, provide the voucher number and get advice about the goods and services you are

purchasing.

Can I transfer the voucher to a third party?
Yes. According to the terms of the program, a purchased voucher can be used by any person

who owns a voucher. Vouchers carry both discount and promotional functions.

What should I do? Didn't get the discounted price for the voucher
I bought.
Contact Support. If the voucher does not work, the specified service or % discount is not

performed on the purchased voucher, the account and vouchers of the user who issued this

voucher will be blocked.

A user who has not used the voucher will be given the opportunity to exchange the voucher

for any other voucher of his choice.

Can I change vouchers?
Yes. If you participate in an advertising and marketing campaign, then the program

automatically offers you possible options for purchasing vouchers.

Exchange options:

a) when buying from superiors, you can only change vouchers.

b) when buying from free users, you can change both the users themselves and the

vouchers formed by them.

c) after the purchase, you can exchange it once with any user of the program, only once

before the activation of the voucher.



About Business Blog (BB)
Why was the Business Blog created within the framework of the
MARKET–UP website?
A business blog (BB) was created to be able to present your business more

vividly and clearly.

Is there a news feed in BB that I follow?
Yes.

How can I start my own blog?
Upon registration, each participant of the program immediately becomes a subscriber of all

higher-level partners, and from the moment of registration, life is already in full swing on your

blog.

You just need to invite your friends and acquaintances, who also automatically become your

subscribers and actively talk about their business.

Can I unsubscribe from automatic subscription?
Yes, at any time.

Is it possible to monetize my blog on the site?
Yes. The company provides such an opportunity.

What is Decentralization and the TRON Blockchain?
Decentralization is the process of dispersion of powers from the central administration to the

participants in the process, which is the main principle of operation of every blockchain

network. Unlike a centralized system, all decisions in decentralization are made when a

general consensus is reached in the network.

The TRON blockchain is a global blockchain ecosystem that includes many services and

developers of software and smart contracts, with tens of millions of accounts and billions of

cheap transactions, which uses different cryptocurrencies.

What is a Smart Contract and what are its advantages?
A smart contract is a self-executing software product - an algorithm within blockchain networks.

The main task of smart contracts is the automation of relationships with automatically fulfilled

obligations.

Smart contract MARKET-UP performs the function of distributing affiliate rewards to

participants, subject to certain conditions of the affiliate program. All transactions are processed

and automatically distributed using a smart contract and are open and public, providing full

transparency. You can check them at any time in the TRONSCAN Block Explorer.

Where can I get an answer to my other question?
Use the chat with the support service on the site, in messages in your account, or in other

official resources.



About registration
How to register on the MARKET-UP platform?
To register, you need to use an affiliate link or inviter ID, create a new or use an existing

crypto wallet that supports the TRON cryptocurrency, link it to the platform interface, fill in the

fields in the registration form and confirm the registration. Please read carefully the terms of

use of the platform.

Can I register if I don't have an affiliate link or ID?
Yes. Use the functionality on the registration page.

Registration on the MARKET-UP platform is free?
Yes, registration is free.

What is the best wallet to use?
We recommend www.tronlink.org ,it works both for PC as a browser extension and for

mobile devices as an app.

What needs to be done to create wallets that support TRON?
Go to www.tronlink.org and select the installation conditions that suit you, then follow the

instructions. When registering, do not forget to securely and securely save the code words for

accessing the wallet.

How to buy TRON if I have never dealt with
cryptocurrency?
Use trusted exchangers https://www.bestchange.net/ or buy cryptocurrency on the

P2P exchange platform https://p2p.binance.com/.

About the advertising and marketing program MARKET-UP
How much can you earn?
The speed and volume of your income depend only on your desire, goals and chosen strategy,

as well as on the number of invited users and how actively they will work. There are no limits

on the amount of rewards,

What is the advertising and marketing program MARKET-UP?
The author's, highly profitable, decentralized, advertising and marketing program

MARKET-UP is designed to implement and popularize the company's products and opens up

a huge potential for improving the quality of life and financial well-being for each participant.

Please read the terms and conditions of the Advertising and Marketing Program carefully.

How does the MARKET-UP advertising and marketing program work?
By purchasing vouchers from other members of the program, you become a member of the

Advertising and Marketing Program and can share the opportunity to purchase and use

vouchers with other potential users, friends or partners, while constantly receiving significant

commissions for the sale of both their vouchers and vouchers of other program participants.

With the help of your personal referral link or ID you invite potential participants of the

http://www.tronlink.org/
http://www.tronlink.org/
https://www.bestchange.net/
https://p2p.binance.com/


program.

When they buy vouchers from you, you receive rewards in TRON from each of their activities.

The cost of any one voucher is $6. When buying a voucher, $5 is instantly credited to your

wallet, and $1 goes to the company's wallet.

To be taken into account in the program, Sectors have been developed - a modern system for

distributing remuneration, each of which has the same number of levels of development.

Every time your partners take place in your Sectors, You receive a reward.

What is a "sector"?
A sector is an element of the MARKET-UP marketing system, used to account for and

distribute voucher purchases and the income of all participants located in these sectors.

The sector has 8 levels of development. Each user sees himself in his Back-office at the

1st level of all activated sectors. When invited, a direct participant who also activated the

sectors is located at the 2nd level and is a 2nd level referral for you. If he invited his

direct, then your direct invitee is located in your sector at the 3rd level and will be a 3rd

level referral for you, etc. up to the 8th level.

What needs to be done to activate an account in the MARKET-UP Program?
It is necessary to purchase vouchers according to the number provided for each sector.

When activating the first - the main sector, you need to buy 10 vouchers: 7 from the higher

ones who have activated their sectors and 3 from any other active users of the program.

To activate each subsequent sector, you need to buy twice as many vouchers as for the

previous sector. Accordingly, the second sector requires the purchase of 20 vouchers:

14 from the higher ones - 2 from each and 6 - one from any other active, "free" users of

the program.

Can I buy "free" vouchers from downline?
Yes, you can buy "free" ones from any other active users of the program.

When all sectors are activated, you need to buy vouchers not only from higher ones, but also

from any other active users of the site. Including those below.

How many Sectors are there?
A sector is a structural unit created to account for and distribute vouchers and

funds for their payment.

Each sector consists of 8 levels, and the activation of each subsequent sector is 2

times greater than the previous one and, accordingly, the income from each sector

doubles.

What is activation?
There are 4 types of activation in the MARKET-UP program:

1. Initial activation
Register and buy 10 vouchers. 7 for active upline and 3 for any other active

users of the program.

2. Activation of subsequent sectors



When activating subsequent sectors, you need to buy vouchers twice as much as the

previous sector.

If the first requires 10 vouchers, then to activate the second 20:

14 for 7, respectively, 2 vouchers for active upstream users of the program. and 6 free

from any other active users.

All subsequent sectors are activated only once, while everyone who activates on these

sectors will purchase vouchers for their activations already from you.

3. Monthly activations
Purchase of 10 vouchers: 7 from superiors and 3 from any other active users of the

program. Activation is possible by inviting direct participants. Each direct invitee - 1

month of account activation. All invitees are added together. If you invite 5 program

users in one day, then the next 5 months automatic account activation.

4. Voucher activation
Upon purchase, all vouchers enter your gallery inactive.

They do not show the contact details of the owner of the voucher. If you do not want to

use this voucher, you can change it to any other from the general gallery on the site

through a search engine.

You can only exchange once. Once you have activated the voucher, it cannot be

exchanged.

Do you need to activate all sectors every month?
No. Account activation occurs only on the first, main sector of the MARKET-UP program.

With an inactivated account, all sectors that were activated earlier go into the "inactive" status.

And all the subordinates, who will activate exactly the same cost sectors, will buy for their

activation vouchers from superiors.

What is Levels of development in each sector?
There are 8 levels in total. Levels show referral bindings at all levels.

I activated the first sector, what should I do next?
To effectively start working in the MARKET-UP advertising and marketing program, talk to the

person who invited you or other experienced program participants - they will help you take the

first steps. Also, study in detail all the materials and information on the website and in other

resources of the project in order to purchase

the necessary expertise.

The basis of the advertising and marketing program is the construction of an affiliate network.

Tell potential partners about the possibilities of the platform and help them to register and

activate.

By participating in the program, is passive income possible?
Passive income is possible. The advertising and marketing program is designed in such a way

that all its participants help each other. All your invited partners will fill the places in your

Sectors, creating constant streams of income. Passive income depends on your work and the



work of your entire team.

In order to secure passive income in the future, you need to make certain efforts to attract new

partners and activate new Sectors. By inviting even one very active person to your team, you

can already earn good money and achieve your goals. How quickly this will happen is up to

you.

How to effectively involve people? What if I don't know how to invite?
Now a huge number of people are interested in making money on the Internet, especially

related to cryptocurrencies, many themselves are constantly looking for new opportunities.

They can be found in social networks, or thematic resources and communities on their own.

You can also set up an automatic sales funnel, targeted ads, or drive traffic, and interested

people will find you on their own.

Can I lose my personally invited partner?
No. This is out of the question. The vertical referral system clearly captures the sequence of

invited participants. Your personally invited partner is forever attached to you, follows you

and fills the places in your Sectors. The number of invitees is not limited. If your

downstream partner activated the subsequent Sectors faster than you, he can temporarily

leave you and these sectors. And as soon as you activate these sectors, everything will be

restored depending on referral bindings.

Do sectors have expiration dates?
No. The validity of sectors and placements on them is not limited.

Do I need to withdraw money from MARKET-UP?
There are no withdrawal requests, withdrawal deadlines, and human factor risks, as the smart

contract instantly automatically distributes rewards directly to your personal blockchain wallet

that you specified during registration.

What are the risks?
There are no risks when using the MARKET-UP platform and participating in the advertising

and marketing program. The platform works in a decentralized and transparent manner. The

smart contract code is in the public domain. All rewards are received instantly, directly to your

personal wallet, without any hidden fees and without the use of third-party resources. Only you

have access to your wallet and no one else can manage your money.

What income can I expect?
Participants of the Advertising and Marketing Program "MARKET-UP"

simultaneously receive income from all their activated sectors:

An approximate income can be viewed in the "income calculator" section.

What happens if I don't activate my account for several months?
In this case, your account is inactive and you will not be able to sell vouchers to other

program users.

From the moment you activate your account, your vouchers will be available to other

customers.





Are there any additional fees for participating in the MARKET-UP
advertising and marketing program?
No. The company does not charge any additional fees to participate in the program.

The program provides monthly account activation.

Can I use the voucher if I have sold it to others?
Yes. You resell copies of vouchers.

Can I not participate in the marketing program and form my
voucher? Will it be sold on the platform?
Yes.


